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Overview

Purpose of Document
This document discusses the various approaches and methodologies available for carrying out translations
effectively during Roll-out projects. In this document all the four methodologies available for translation of
objects in SAP Web AS system are compared with each other.

Scope of the document
The translation procedure described in this document can be applied for translating any SAP application
running on SAP Web AS ABAP for ex: ERP, SCM, SRM, CRM etc. The various approaches discussed here
are applicable for all ABAP-objects which are relevant for translation.
This document deals with the basic set-up of the translation environment. It is suggested to refer the
provided online help links to know more about the various options available for setting up and carrying out
translations. Some of the advanced topics of translations are out-of the scope of this document.
The following are out-of the scope of this document:
-

Translations in BI specific objects
Translation in Enterprise Portal – Iviews/Roles etc.,
Translation of applications developed in Web AS Java
Authorizations required to carry out the set-up and translations explained in this document
Any non-ABAP translations – for ex: translations for developments done in Visual composer,
Composite application framework (CAF), Guided procedures (GP) etc.,
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Introduction
In general SAP implementation projects involve extensive custom developments. All the developments will
obviously involve language specific texts for the user interface. During the roll-out of the solution to a new
country, all these texts will have to be translated to the local language.

Translation is one of the important phases of the Localization and in case of roll-outs to multiple countries;
translation itself will be another big and challenging project. In this document, the different possibilities and
approaches to efficiently translate the SAP system during roll-outs and localization are discussed. The
standard SAP provided translation infrastructure will be used to carry out the translation.
The standard SAP system provides two transactions as part of translation infrastructure:
Transaction SE63: Translation Initial screen
Transaction SE63 enables to access the translation tools. Individual objects can be accessed for translation
from the initial screen of SE63.

Transaction SE63 enables to perform the following activities:
•
•
•

Call up individual objects directly for translation
Call up a worklist to find and translate objects that need translating in the collections assigned to
translator. The prerequisite is that the translation environment has been set up already.
Define settings to suit the way translator want to work with the translation tools
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Transaction LXE_MASTER / SLWA – Translation Environment Admin

Before translation can start in an SAP system, the translation environment in accordance with customer’s
translation requirements has to be set-up in transaction LXE_MASTER. This transaction allows creating
worklists and statistics for each target language into which translation has to be carried out. The translationrelevant objects are then translated via worklists which can be assigned to translators.

The objects to be translated can be distributed among one or more translators and for each target language.
Statistics can be generated through which monitoring the progress of the translation project can be carried
out.
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Language Availability of SAP Applications

Product Availability matrix in SAP Service Marketplace provides more detailed information on the languages
supported by every SAP application.
For ex: the below screenshot shows the languages supported by SAP ERP 6.0:
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Overview of Translation
Localization or Roll-out projects involve the below phases:
1. Adapting to the Legal Requirements of the local country
2. Adapting the Local Best Business Practices
3. Translation

Translation is one the major and important phase during the Roll-out project where all the language
dependent texts have to be translated. Broadly the objects which need translation can be classified as
following:
Development Objects
Development objects are primarily language-independent. However their assigned text elements (e.g. report
text elements, messages, selection texts, short text description of repository objects) are languagedependent. When they are created, development object texts are assigned in the user’s logon language
(”source language”). Every additional text change can only be done either in the original language or in the
logon language of the current logon session. In order to avoid confusion, a single language should be used
as the original language for development objects.
The following list gives some of the most important translations that can be carried out on repository objects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Domains and Fixed values at domain
Data elements
Messages (SE91 messages)
Transactions
HTML IAC Resource parameters
Screen elements (Fields, buttons etc)
Report texts, attributes, text symbols
Workflow and work item texts
Search helps
Tables, Structure, Views, Table types
Repository objects
Webdynpro text elements

Note that the above list is just an indicative list and not the comprehensive list. Please refer to transaction
SE63 to get an overview of all objects that can be translated.
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The following screenshot provides a glimpse of all short texts that can be translated using SE63:

SAPscript Objects
For SAPscript objects, the same recommendations apply as mentioned above. However, SAPscript objects
can be maintained in languages other than the user’s logon language. Regarding translation of a SAPscript
object, please consider that - for example – changes in text lengths may require a redesign of the layout of
the complete SAPscript form.
Customizing Data
Customizing data can be translated via the translation functionality within SM30 (specifying the translation
target language) or in the corresponding IMG with the appropriate logon language.
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Master and Transaction Data
Master and business data can be maintained manually via the appropriate application transaction using the
translation target language as logon language. For large amounts of data, however, this is not a feasible
procedure. A system-wide scan for text elements will be available from which a translation worklist can be
created.
For ex: the descriptions for Products, Commodity codes, Product categories, Material Master, Material group
etc., and all customer specific master data in custom tables belong to this category.
Prerequisites Before Starting the Translation
Before the translation project can be started:
• The target language should be installed and configured using SMLT transaction on the system so
that the language is ready to use. This ensures that logon in, and translation into, these target
language is possible. See notes 42305 and 73606 for more information.
•

Import the translations that are available on the language CDs delivered by SAP for the software
components available in for the system. This prevents the unnecessary translation of SAP objects,
for which SAP has already delivered a translation, so that translations for the customer specific
objects and data can be concentrated. This takes place using the Language Management
functionality in transaction SMLT. For more information, see Language Imports Using Transaction
SMLT.

•

If translation was already carried out in another system, it is recommended to reuse the proposal
pools (translation memories) that were created during translation, as this will save the translation
time and ensure consistent translations throughout systems.

When the new language is installed the translations for following will be made automatically available for all
the standard SAP objects:
• Repository objects (user interface, error messages, F1 help, IMG)
• Standard Customizing data
• Language supplementing of client-independent texts (client 000)
• Language import into logon client (client-dependent Customizing data)
• Supplementing client-dependent Customizing data
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Language Supplementation
English and German are the only two languages that are complete in every SAP system. In general, any
other languages are not completely translated. This means that at least some of the texts do not exist in
these other languages. Since missing texts can sometimes cause processes to crash, they need to be
replaced in some way. The language supplementation function in the language transport tools enables to do
this.
The language supplementation function enables to replace texts that do not exist in the target language with
another language. This language is known as the supplementation language. It is always recommended to
use one of the two standard languages (English or German) as the supplementation language. After the
supplementation is carried out for the new target language, the text is available in the supplementation
language (such as English), but under the language key of the target language (such as French – FR).
Language supplementing is used to copy language-dependent texts from a source language to a target
language. This may be useful for user interface text elements in a language for which SAP does not provide
a complete translation. Via transaction SMLT, the source and target languages of the supplement can be
specified. Details can be found in SAP Note 111750. In the same transaction the supplement jobs can be
scheduled. For more details, please refer to Language supplementation in online help.
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Different Approaches for Translation
There are four ways of translating objects/texts in an SAP system as discussed below:
Object Translation in Corresponding Development Transactions
Objects developed in ABAP can be translated directly after they are created them by choosing Goto
Translation from the respective development transaction. For ex: SE38 for reports or SE37 for function
modules etc.
This option is applicable during the initial development phase. But this methodology is too cumbersome and
expensive when the system is already live for some countries and Roll-out is planned for any new countries
as each and every object have to be translated individually navigating through their corresponding
transactions. Hence this approach is best suited during the time of development.
The following screenshots provide an example of how to carry out translation using this approach:
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Individual Object translation
Individual objects for translation can be directly translated in transaction SE63. For ex: Call up SE63 for
individual data elements, domains, fixed values at domains, screen elements, buttons and messages.
The prerequisite is that the translator must know the object type, and the technical name of the object to
carry out translation. If the number of objects to be translated is too large, then this methodology of
translation during the roll-out project will become inefficient and impractical. Hence this methodology can be
used to translate objects individually on a case-to-case basis.
For more information, see Translating Objects Directly.
Procedure to translate single development object in SE63
The following procedure describes how translate individual objects can be carried out - for ex: domain/fixed
values at domain in SE63. The same procedure can be used to translate all other texts.
1. Execute SE63 and choose “Short Texts” as shown below:

2. Now choose the object to be translated (for ex: domain/data element/Fixed values at domain etc.,)
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3. In the next screen enter the object to be translated, choose the source and target language and then
click on “Edit” to carry out translation

Another example to translate fixed values at domain is as shown below:
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Procedure to translate customizing entries
1. Open the view either in SM30 or navigate through SPRO IMG Path

Now navigate through the menu path Goto Æ Translation
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2. Choose the target languages and carry out the translation:
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Procedure to translate Master data
Master data will be translated in the corresponding master data transactions. An example of how to maintain
the language specific data for the Product (Part) in a CRM is as shown below. In the same way all other
master data can be translated in the corresponding master data maintenance transactions (for ex: MM02 for
materials etc.)
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Translation Using Worklists
This option is recommended for large translation projects where a large number of objects need to be
translated into multiple languages. For example, over a thousand objects need to be translated into 3
different languages.
In this approach worklists and statistics for each target language into which translation will be done are
created. The translation-relevant objects are then translated via worklists. Objects to be translated can be
divided among more than one translator for each target language. Statistics are generated so that translation
progress can be monitored.
The prerequisite for this approach is to set up the translation environment in transaction LXE_MASTER. In
the next section of this document the step-by-step procedure to set-up the environment is described. For
more detailed and additional information, see Setting up the Translation Environment.
The first two options discussed above do not require setting up the translation environment, but fewer
translation functions are available as a result. Translation using worklist requires the set up of the translation
environment in transaction LXE_MASTER, but opens up a wide range of functionality to enable to translate
efficiently and consistently.

On-the Fly Translation
In this approach all or some objects in a transport request can be called up in a temporary worklist to
translate them quickly and without having to set up the translation environment. For more information, see
On-The-Fly Translation.
This approach is a variant of the above approach (Translation using Worklist) but with the exception that the
worklist itself is not saved and it is generated at run-time.
In case there is no time to set up the translation environment, create translation graphs, create translators
and assign collections to translators, and run regular evaluations, “on-the-fly” translation functions in
transaction SE63 can be used for translation though all the functionality of translation using worklist are not
available here.
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Translation Using Worklists
This section describes in detail the steps required to set-up the system in the LXE_MASTER translation
administrator transaction (as an administrator) and the steps to load and translate the worklist (as a
translator).

The following links and documents can be used as reference for setting up and performing translation using
this approach:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Working with Collections in LXE_MASTER and SLLS
Translation Tools for Translators (BC-DOC-TTL)
Setting Up and Coordinating Translation (BC-DOC-TTL)
Translation Tools for Coordinators
Translation Tools for Translators

The graphic below lists the functions in the translation tools, and shows how they interact with each other:
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Setting up the Translation Environment – Transaction LXE_MASTER
Before translation can start in an SAP system, the translation environment has to be defined in accordance
with customer’s translation requirements. The following activities need to be performed in the following
sequence:
Step 1: Define languages into which translation needs to be carried out
This is the first step of defining the translation environment in transaction LXE_MASTER where the
languages into which translation has to be carried out are defined. The prerequisite is that the target
language must be installed and configured.
In the case of languages where more than one option is offered in the hierarchy (for example, for English,
both enGB and enUS are available), double-click on the two-character language ID (in this case en), which is
the top node for the target language in the hierarchy. This ensures that the system selects the correct
version of the target language, into which translation of ABAP objects is possible.
For more information please refer to Defining Target Languages
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Step 2: Create translation graphs
In this second step the aim is to define the source language for each target language and group together
collections according to translation relevance. The following table gives additional information about the
terminologies used in this transaction.
Term

Definition

Target language

The language into which translation is done
The language from which translation is done

Source language
Original language

The language in which a developer created an object. In other words, the
development language. It is possible to have more than one development language
(for example, both German developers and developers who develop in English are
working in a project).

Translation graphs define the translation directions for a group of collections (packages in the development
environment). For more information please refer to Defining Translation Graphs
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Step 3: Define the client(s) in which translations need to be done
Here the client(s) of the system in which translation is to take place are defined. The client in which the
translations are carried out should be the client in which the client-specific objects are available.
If translation-relevant, client-specific objects are contained in several clients, multiple clients can be defined.
In this case the evaluations have to be run properly in the sequence in which translators translate the objects
in their worklists. For more information please refer to Defining Translation Clients
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Step 4: Define the object types that each target language is to translate
Every object created in an SAP system has an object type (for example, data element and message). In the
translation environment, each object type is assigned to an object group. An object group collects object
types of a similar translation priority.
Object types and object groups enable to define the scope of translation for each target language. For more
information please refer to Defining Object Types for Translation
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Step 5: Assign collections to translation graphs.
After defining a translation graph, collections have to be assigned to it. Only collections that are assigned to
an active graph arrive in the worklists and statistics for the target languages defined in the graph. A collection
can only be assigned to one translation graph. If a collection that is already assigned to another graph is
selected, it will be removed from that graph and jump to this one.
For more information please refer to Assigning Collections to a Translation Graph
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Step 6: Create or Activate translator profiles
A profile has to be assigned to every translator and coordinators created in the system. Each translator has
one profile per target language. Translators cannot be created until translator profiles are available.
Either customer specific translator profiles can be created or SAP sample profiles can be activated which can
then be modified in accordance with customer specific requirements, if necessary. Translator profiles control
the activities that each translator / coordinator can perform for one or more or all target languages in the
translation environment. For more information please refer to Working with Translator Profiles
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Step 7: Create translators
In this step translators will be created in transaction LXE_MASTER so that translator profiles can be
assigned to them. Translator profiles control what activities translators can perform. They can then start
translating, by calling up a worklist of objects belonging to the collections assigned to them and create
proposals for the source texts in these objects.
Translator can be created for one target language for translating into a specific target language. If a user
needs to perform translation or coordination tasks for several, but not all target languages, this user must be
created as a translator/coordinator for each individual target language in question. For more information
please refer to Maintaining Translators
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Step 8: Run an evaluation to create worklists and statistics in the system
Most objects requiring translation are assigned to development classes. When worklist is created, one or
more development classes can be included. All the objects belonging to the development classes are then
included in the worklist.
Evaluation run evaluates all the objects in these development classes which are relevant for translation. This
step involves two sub-steps as described below:
Step 8.1: Creating and activating Object list
An object list should contain exactly those objects that need to be translated. When object list is created,
parameters are defined to ensure that exactly those objects relevant for translation are included in the object
list. If development is ongoing, and objects are still being created in / transported to the translation system,
new object list has to be created at regular intervals (ideally once a week until the development deadline).For
more information, see Creating Object Lists.
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Activation of the above created object list generates a batch job:

The job log shows the actual objects gathered which are relevant for translation:
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Step 8.2: Creating and activating Evaluation
After an object list is created, an evaluation analyzes each object and calculates the translation status of
each line in each object for each target language. The result of the evaluation is worklists and statistics. If
development is ongoing, and objects are still being created in / transported to the translation system, new
evaluations have to be created in regular intervals (ideally once a week until the development deadline). This
adds new and modified objects to the worklists and updates the statistics. For more information, see
Creating Evaluations.
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Activation of Evaluation created above generates a job as shown below:

At the end of this step, the system is successfully set up for carrying out the translation. Now translator can
login and carry out the translation.
Caution: Note that the jobs that get executed in background when the Object list and Evaluation are
activated should have finished successfully before translator starts the Worklist. In case any of these jobs
fail, the translator may not be able to load the objects in worklist.
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Access the Worklist in SE63 and Perform the Translation
Now translator can access the worklist and perform the translation of the objects that are assigned to
him/her.
The concept is analogous to the Test Package assignment in Solution manager where a set of test cases are
grouped into a Test package which is assigned to a user. User accesses the test package assigned to
him/her and then performs the testing. In same way here user will access the Worklist assigned to him/her to
carry out the translation.
If the translator calls up a personal worklist using the standard worklist option, translator can only access
objects if they have been evaluated, if the collections to which the objects belong are assigned to translator,
and if no other translator has reserved the objects in his or her personal worklist. For more information,
please refer to online help link below: Accessing a Personal Worklist
The below steps describe the procedure for the translator to load and execute the translation:
Step 1: Check the default settings in SE63 transaction
Before the Worklist is started, check the Default settings to make sure that proper Source and Target
language are selected. The settings can be checked using Menu Utilities Æ Settings in SE63:
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Step 2: Open the worklist using menu Standard Æ Worklist

Step 3: Choose the Worklist number and navigate to next screen
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Step 4: Load the Worklist using “Object List” tab page
In this step choose the “Object list” which has been assigned to a particular user. The possible Object lists
can be chosen using the search help provided.

Now click on the button “Load Objects” which loads all the objects that needs translation based on the
Worklist assigned to translator during set-up
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The objects relevant for translation are shown in a hierarchical way grouped according to the object types
shown below. This enables the translator to easily and efficiently manage and perform translation.

Step 5: Carry out translation for all objects in Worklist
Double clicking on the individual objects will take into the actual translation screen as shown below where
translations can be carried out
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Advantages of Translation Using Worklists
Translation using Worklists is recommended for large translation projects where a large number of objects
need to be translated into multiple languages. For example, over a thousand objects need to be translated
into 3 different languages. The main advantages with this approach are:
•

Worklists can be created and assigned to specific users

•

Worklists can be created separately for different languages, users and objects. This will allow more
flexibility, management and proper tracking of the translation. A typical example would be:
- Translations for all domains from EN Æ FR to be done by User-A
- Translations for all data elements from EN Æ FR to be done by User-B
- Translations of all objects from EN Æ ES to be done by User-C

•

There is a possibility to include an entire development package in an object list. This means all the
objects in this package which can be translated will be automatically included. And hence there is no
need to remember the objects that need translation.

•

Worklist provides all objects to be translated in an organized tree structure which is very helpful for
the translator to carry out the translation.

•

Statistics can be generated to monitor the progress of the translation project.

•

Translation can be carried out efficiently and consistently
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Appendix and Recommendations
Recommendation
¾ Standard objects will be translated automatically when new language is installed. Additionally
language supplementation can be done to avoid manual translation of all standard objects which are
not provided by SAP. The recommendation would be to either supplement with German (DE) or
English (EN).
¾

For all the custom developed objects in Z* customer namespace, translation using worklists is
recommended where worklists can be created and translation can be carried out efficiently for all the
objects in worklist in SE63.

¾

For performing translation of standard objects which were enhanced / modified, either Object
translation in the respective development transactions or individual objects’ translation (SE63) can
be used.

¾

Master data can be translated using corresponding transactions.

¾

Customizing will be translated again in SM30 directly.

Supplementation
Before translation, it is recommended to use supplementation, in order to limit translation works. Use the
language supplementation function to fill in the gaps in a language that has not been translated completely.
The texts stored in cross-client database tables can also be accesses from all clients simultaneously. The
default setting specifies that cross-client tables are supplemented when logged on to client 000.
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A. Go to the language that needs to be supplemented and choose
or Language Æ Supplement
Language.
B. On the next screen, enter a description for the supplementation. This helps to recognize the
supplementation that was started in the transaction SMLT overview.
C. In the center of the dialog box, enter the conditions for selecting the tables that needs to be
supplemented. These fields are set with SAP defaults that depend on the logon client; however,
they can be changed. Client-specific Customizing tables are subject to special handling during
language imports. This has resulted in the following supplementation strategies being created:
•

Combined with RSREFILL (standard setting when logging on to clients other than
000)

•

Combined with Client Maintenance

•

Supplement Only

D. Enter a start time and (optional) target server and it’s now ready to supplement the language by
choosing Execute. This action schedules a background job that performs the supplementation.
E. The overview screen of transaction SMLT creates a supplementation entry for the appropriate
language. Choose the corresponding icon to administer and monitor the supplementation.

The overview contains the following icons:
Display supplementation log (in table)
Display job information
Display job log
Restart action, if it has terminated for technical reasons

F. The icon at the start of the line indicates the status of the import. The icons have the following
meanings:
The selected table was supplemented without errors.
There were warnings during the supplementation. These warnings can be
analyzed by displaying the supplementation log. To display the
supplementation log, choose
supplementation action.

or double-click the name of the

There were errors during supplementation. Analyze them as described
above.
to display job information, such as the

The action is scheduled. Choose
start time and target server.
The action is currently running.

The action has terminated for technical reasons. To find out the cause of the
error, see the job log (choose

).

G. The supplementation log gives the detailed information about the tables that have been
supplemented.
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Each line of the log contains the name, class, description, and other information about a supplemented table.
The status, client, and supplementation mode appear first, followed by statistics about how many rows in the
table have been processed, inserted, and modified. Return code can also be used for analysis.
All tables that have been processed fully are given a status based on the return code. This status is indicated
by a green, yellow, or red light. For information about the meaning of the return codes, display the F1 help for
the return code (RC) column.

Related Content
SAP Service Market place –
SAP Online Help –
SAP Developer Network –
SRM RKT SAP Language Services -

http://service.sap.com
http://help.sap.com
http://sdn.sap.com
http://service.sap.com/rkt-srm
http://service.sap.com/translation

Documents

Version No.

OSS Note 920085 Additional languages for countries without SAP
OSS Note 885571 Translation connection in system is 'Not changeable'
OSS Note 481289 No language supplementation program in translation
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